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University of Pittsburgh Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Windfall: New and
Selected Poems, Maggie Anderson, "Windfall" includes poems from three previous books by Maggie
Anderson, along with a generous selection of new work. In this collection we can see over two
decades of the growth of a poet memorable for the clarity, strength, and urgency of her voice.
Anderson s poems entangle a language, a history, and a group of belongings, and she is both at
home and a foreigner in the places she invokes. Every place in these poems seems inhabitable, yet
the tensions of these deceptively quiet lines develop out of the clear reluctance or inability of the
poet to sit still. Maggie Anderson writes out of deep grief for the political losses of work and money,
of life and limb and home in our dangerous times. She remembers and witnesses, and she also
speaks eloquently for our private griefsthe loss of family, vitality and self. These poems do not
shout; we listen as if following a whisper in the dark. A counterpoint to the sorrows in these poems
is a complex and often joyous music, as well as a wry, sometimes self-deprecating humor which
saves...
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Completely essential study ebook. This is for all those who statte there was not a well worth reading. I realized this book from my dad and i recommended
this publication to find out.
-- Jarrell Kovacek-- Jarrell Kovacek

These kinds of pdf is every thing and helped me hunting ahead plus more. It generally does not cost too much. I am delighted to tell you that this is
actually the finest publication we have study in my personal life and might be he finest ebook for at any time.
-- Dr. Veronica Hoppe-- Dr. Veronica Hoppe
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